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Joint Declaration of: 

CAPAJ, FECITED, CANO, COICAP and 
YACHAYWASI 

Proposition: That the Permanent Forum recommend that the Human Rights Council 
include in the UPR Annual Periodical Exam that States report on the extent to which 
they are fulfilling their obligation to respect Indigenous territories under Article 1, 
Paragraph 2 of the Civil and Political Rights Pact. 

VI Session of the Permanent Forum 
New York 15 to 24 of May 2007 
Theme of the Agenda: Lands, Territories and Natural Resources 

Mr. President: 

This is a joint statement that presents CAPAJ, FECITED, CANO, COICAP and 
YACHAYWASI; we congratulate you for assuming, one more time, the presidency of 
this important organization of the United Nations. 
Indigenous peoples of the Andean region in Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia emphasize our 
desire to maintain ancestral possession of our lands, territories and natural resources, 
and their sovereign claims to them -- including sacred sites of our villages and the 
plants, animals, minerals, and ecosystems of vital interest- urgently required to solve 
cases such as in Cusco where the Kepasiato community is seriously affected by the 
presence of the Camisea gas pipeline, the Pucamarca goldmine in Tacna, Peru, the 
projects in Yasunf National Park in Ecuador, and others. 

For us, the land, the water and the natural resources are living beings equal to mankind, 
that feel happy when we treat them well and help us to produce nourishment and health 
for everyone. But they also suffer when irrationally exploited or contaminated. 
Regrettably, the so-called development in the name of progress at present is leading 
the States to proliferate mining, oil and gas concessions and genetic modifications that 
violate Paragraph 2 of Article 1 of the Civil and Political Rights Pact of the United 
Nations, with relation to the territories and natural resources of Indigenous peoples, to 
promote their self development and overcome poverty, equal to any other nation in the 
planet. 

The Committee of Civil and Political Rights, in their last session in March, has declared 
this, and thus we propose: 

That the Permanent Forum recommend that the Human Rights 
Council include in the UPR Annual Periodical Exam that the States 
report on the extent to which they fulfill their obligation to respect the 
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Indigenous territories under Article 1, Paragraph 2 of the Civil and 
Political Rights Pact of the United Nations. 

Thank you, Madam Chairperson. 
Tomas Alarcon, "CAPAJ" 


